The origins of bladder cancer.
Bladder cancer, arising from the transitional cells of the mucosal urothelium, may present as a noninvasive, papillary tumor protruding from the mucosal surface, or as a solid, nonpapillary tumor that invades the bladder wall and has a high propensity for metastasis. The nonpapillary tumors originate from in situ dysplasia. The most common environmental risk for bladder cancer is active smoking; occupational exposure to arsenic or other carcinogens is also a risk factor. A possible familial component to bladder cancer has been described. Conventional models of carcinogenesis suppose the existence of successive mutation events within a specific cell clone, enabling its eventual escape from regulation of cell division and maintenance of genomic integrity. Important new information has emerged from whole-organ mapping of the mucosal genome in bladders resected for invasive cancer (Majewski et al, Lab Invest; published online 5 May 2008). Mapping of genetic hits across the entire mucosa demonstrates genetic alterations in six chromosomal regions, not only in mucosal regions of evident dysplasia, but also in morphologically normal mucosa. These clonally expanded regions cover vast expanses of the bladder surface, as a 'first wave' of pre-neoplasia. Target genes in these regions are termed 'forerunner genes' (FR genes), based on the concept that these genes enable the initial clonal expansion of in situ urothelial neoplasia. Extensive further analysis of human populations with urothelial cancer implicates genetic polymorphisms in one of these genes, P2RY5, as being present in a familial cluster of cancers of multiple organs, and as imparting risk for development of bladder cancer in active smokers. P2RY5 is a gene encoded within intron 17 of RB1, a prototypic tumor suppressor gene whose expression is lost at a later stage of bladder carcinogenesis. Alterations of the FR gene status provide a novel opportunity to screen individuals at risk for the earliest stage of bladder pre-neoplasia and represent attractive targets for therapeutic and chemopreventive interventions. These findings support the hypothesis that bladder carcinogenesis is initiated by clonal expansion of genetically altered but histologically normal cells that cover broad expanses of the mucosa. Effort must now be given to identifying the biological function of these novel FR genes.